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Apologize sentence form

Hello English-speaking! It is going to discuss and explain the phrase: apology for + verb-ing form. lets start with the word apology first . This is a word that is not close to any equivalent from Latin languages. Most Englishmen know the word, however I see many ESL students who don't understand the word. The word



apology is a verb. When you apologize, you say you're sorry or you make excuses as to why you failed something or why you hurt someone. When I have students fighting or something like that, I tell them to apologize. Nothing happens except I hear crickets (meaning silence). Then I am reminded that they don't
understand the word. Tell them you're sorry, and then they apologize to each other. Here's an example of one sentence: After I accidentally broke the glass, I apologized to my mother-in-law. Skype is an English lesson with a Native American or British teacher ››The next word for, which is a letter letter. There are 32
definitions for this word as a verb. The definition I like to tell my students is that the word for that is when you give gifts to someone. Gifts don't always need to grow up (like homework can be a gift). If you're passing something on to someone else, then use the combination to show this transition. Here are some examples:
He has a gift for you. Class, I have homework for you. The apology verb for it is actually a phrasal verb. When we add an extra after the verb, the definition changes slightly depending on the addition, and this is called the phrasal verb. The phrasal verb to apologize for means that excuse why you failed in something or
why you hurt someone. Faras verbs can be conjugated into different verbs in English. They also follow the same rules as mazdag related to the verb. Check your grammar ››Preposition is not conjugated! Here are some examples with the phrasal verb apologizing for:I Apologies for saying bad things about the United
States. im sorry i came to the party late . He apologized for driving to Los Angeles in his father's new car. If you notice, then add for word ends in –ING. In English, the verb apologizes for the need for –ING. In fact it's called a Gerund.A gerund when we add -ING to a verb and it acts as a noun. Here are some examples:
cycling is a fun activity. You want to go swimming pool tonight? Jennifer loves hiking in the mountains. That concludes the apology explanation for the + verb -ing form. Please use the comment box below and use your sentence using an apology for the +verb-writing form. Skype English Lesson with a Native American or
British Teacher ›› Have you done anything wrong? An apology may be disciplined. To apologize, if you prefer not to apologize present, you may send a letter to the party in question. When you say so. Sorry, the other person may be the best answer if you choose your words carefully. With that in mind, the right way to
express your regret- my apology or my apology? My apologies and my apologies are both true but used in sentences of them differently. My apology is a way to say you're sorry about something. Here's a tip: Want to make sure your writing always looks great? Grammar can save you from mistakes of entries,
grammatical errors and pudding, and other writing issues on all your favorite websites. My apology or my apology here is one thing: if you want to say sorry use my apology. You use an apology in the collector's form to express regret for being able to do something. This is the context in which you use the phrase my
apology. Here are some example sentences: Joanne made her apology for the delay and left the room. Please accept my apology for not being able to attend your retirement dinner. You can also use my apology as a direct sorry alternative. im sorry . I seem to misplaced the book you gave me. No, if you are making a
verbal or written statement to say you are sorry, the apology may be singular or summed up. My apology will be a personal statement for a specific incident: the public radio station aired my apology for the mistake. The public radio station aired an apology from guilty parties, but the city was still outraged. Apology is a
non-counting name if you refer to an apology note or to do something without apology. The company sent an apology letter for the inconvenience caused by construction. The toddler across my leg without apology in his attempt to catch the butterfly. Examples of my apology and my apology if you look at my apology or
my apology in one or two sentences, it's easier to get a sense of how to use phrases. Here are some examples of the books: Didn't you know this, Tobias? no, I didn't know he was crying. I'm sorry, Veronica Roth, rebel, I confessed to mistakes I had not made, a intention I never had. Whenever it got cold and hard, I
begged him to be good to me again, forgive me and love me. Sometimes I felt that when it got cold and rigid it hurts itself. It was as if what he had was the warmth of my apologies, protests and betrayals. Singer Brenhard Schlink, but I have to say all of a sudden that my defense of mathematics will be to defend myself,
and my apology is bound to be somewhat selfish. J.H. Hardy, mathematician's apology but my apology was a thousand apologies. Deb Calty, stay to say you're sorry, you might offer the character's apology. However, the phrase my apology is specifically used to express regret that it is unable to do anything special. Just
remember to keep a singular apology if you are using it as a non-counting noun, as in the apology letter. Synonymous: Excuses, justifications, rationality, rationality. Similar words: apology, biological, verbal, ecological, ideological, psychologist, technological, psychological. Meaning: [ý'pɒlədʒaɪz] v. 1. Acknowledge faults
or shortcomings or failures 2. Defend, explain, clear away, or excuse for reasoning. 1. I am so sorry, I apologize.2. I'm here to apologize. We apologize for not responding to you sooner.4. I'm sorry I'm late. We apologize for any inconvenience caused by repairs.6 Apologize for what you did!7. The best thing to do would
be to apologize.8 Apologize to him for your rude behavior!9. John, who was fired from guilt, wrote to apologize.10 We apologize for the late arrival of the train.11. We apologize for the delay in responding to your letter.11 Sentencedict.com dictionary is an online sentence on which you can find excellent sentences for a
large number of words.12 They didn't even have the goodwill to apologize.13. I don't know how to apologize. 'Most likely not bloody!' 15. Braille came away this morning to apologize.16. I have to apologize to Isabel for my late.17. I have nothing to say to apologize to you.18. John, apologize to him. I have to apologize for
not seeing you.20 We deeply apologize for... 21. Be who you are, and never apologize for that!22. They should apologize. I said it was too late to apologize. We apologise for any inconvenience caused by the late arrival of the train.26 We sincerely apologize for... 27. Apologize to your mother for that rude comment.28.
I'm sorry I lost my anger.29 He regretted the missed opportunity to apologize to him.30 With a big wicket, Clive persuaded him to apologize. 1. I am so sorry, I apologize.2. We apologize that it has not responded to you sooner.3 I'm sorry I'm late. We apologize for any inconvenience caused by repairs.5 We apologize for
the late arrival of the train.6. We apologize for the delay in responding to your letter.7 I don't know how to apologize. You're apologizing? 'Most likely not bloody!' 9. Braille came away this morning to apologize.10. I have to apologize to Isabel for my late.11. I have nothing to say to apologize to you.11. Sentencedict.com
dictionary is an online sentence on which you can find excellent sentences for a large number of words.12 John, apologize to him.13 We deeply apologize for... 14. They should apologize.15. We apologise for any inconvenience caused by the late arrival of the train.16 We sincerely apologize for... 17. I have to apologize
for the terrible mistake I made. More similar words: apology, biological, theology, ecological, ideological, psychologist, technological, psychological, logical, biology, theology, geology, ideology, psychology, technology, pole, poll, poll, poly, politics, police, log, prize, political, pollution, high size, politician, political,
exploitation, citizen, realization. Page 2Sentence Synonymous: apologies, excuses, justification, rationalise, rationalise. Similar words: apology, biological, verbal, ecological, ideological, psychologist, technological, psychological. Meaning: [ý'pɒlədʒaɪz] v. 1. Acknowledge faults or shortcomings or failures 2. Defend,
explain, clear away, or excuse for reasoning. 31. At least he had the decency to apologize.32. I apologize most humbly.33 We apologize for the temporary loss of vision.34 They may at least apologize.35 We apologize for the late departure of this flight.36 Go after him and apologize. I think you should apologize to your
brother.38 I want to apologize for my behavior yesterday.39 He may have the decency to apologize.40 I apologize for the delay in responding to you.41 The best thing to do is to apologize.42. He won't kill you to apologize.43 I have to apologize for calling so late.44 He finally apologized 'I have to think so too!' 45. People
of this type/type never apologize.46. We apologise for the late departure of AZ709.47 flight. Can you find it in your heart to apologize?48. We would like to apologize for the delay.49. You're a little lady! Apologies at once.50. To make matters worse, ( refused to apologize.51 We apologize for the late arrival of this
train.52. I would feel guilty if I didn't apologize.53. I have to apologize for the terrible mistake I made.54 He made a clumsy attempt to apologize.55 How deadly is it to apologize to him!56. He made no attempt to apologize.57 Should I call him and apologize?58 Mary said she should apologize.59 I'm sorry her captain
officially said I gave you more similar words at this ungrateful hour: apology, biological, theological, ecological, ideological, psychologist, technological, psychological, logical, biology, theology, geology, ideology, psychology, technology, pole, polling, poly, politics, police, log, prize, political, pollution, high size, politician,
political, exploitation, citizen, realization. Page Number 3Sentence:183+17Posted:2016-07-20Updated:2016-12-13 Synonymous: apology, excuse, justification, logical, logical. Similar words: apology, biological, verbal, ecological, ideological, psychologist, technological, psychological. Meaning: [ý'pɒlədʒaɪz] v. 1.
Acknowledge faults or shortcomings or failures 2. Defend, explain, clear away, or excuse for reasoning. 61. So, what are you waiting for? Go and apologize. After Gary rushed to apologize to him.63. I felt I had to apologize.64. Why don't you go down and apologize?65. Contempt needs to imagine an apology.66. And you
believe me, he didn't even apologize!67. Damn me if I apologize!68. Bridge? Apologies? that'll be the day!69. I have to apologize for my disrespect in reaching the late ' Sentencedict.com 70s. For lots of words .72. The best thing would be to apologize immediately.73. He wasn't even kind to apologize to 74, so he thinks
I'm going to apologize? How much Dhol!75. I tried to apologize, but he just missed my abuse. It was hard to write and apologize to the man he hated. I had my conscience for weeks.81 I was trying to apologize but it went wrong I tried to apologize, but he just shouted abuse/cursing at me.83. They landed to not only need
an apology but also offer to pay .84. If he was ready to apologize, the least he could do was meet him halfway and accept some blame.85 We apologize for the loss of voice during that report.86 We apologize for the interruption to our transfer this afternoon.87 I opened my mouth to apologize, but the words didn't come
out.88. I must apologize for cancelling our meeting at such a short notice.89. We apologise unre reserved for any offence arising from his statement.90 Apologize to your sister! More similar words: apology, biological, theology, ecological, ideological, psychologist, technological, psychological, logical, biology, theology,
geology, ideology, psychology, technology, pole, poll, poll, poly, politics, police, log, prize, political, pollution, high size, politician, political, exploitation, citizen, realization. Page Number 4Sentence:183+17Posted:2016-07-20Updated:2016-12-13 Synonymous: apology, excuse, justification, logical, logical. Similar words:
apology, biological, verbal, ecological, ideological, psychologist, technological, psychological. Meaning: [ý'pɒlədʒaɪz] v. 1. Acknowledge faults or shortcomings or failures 2. Defend, explain, clear away, or excuse for reasoning. 91. The guy at my feet trod and he doesn't even apologize.92 I'll be late and apologize
immediately. 93. Why should I apologize?94. I tried to apologize, but I think I set the wrong way about it.95 I hope you apologize that it was very forward.96. We apologise for the delay and regret any inconvenience that may have caused.97 You think he has the same decency to apologize for what he said.99 I have to
apologize if I've been in an apology to you I didn't want to be $100 I want to sincerely apologize for any embarrassment.101. You should apologize and show there is no bad feeling between you.101. Sentencedict.com trying to collect and build good sentences.102. Trains may be subject to delays on the Northern Line -
we apologise for any inconvenience caused .103. At least Jeremy had good form to return and apologise.104. Look, I wanted to apologize for today. I think I'm a little you. I have to apologize to the man who was from Methfor.107 Although he knew he was wrong, he does not apologize.108 You think he'd have a common
favor to apologize to 109. He came to my office, embarrassingly, to apologize.112. You really should apologize to him, you know. John made a remarked attempt to apologize.114. But all three young men apologize to Dvey.115. What I really want to do is apologize.116. We apologize for our tardy response to your
letter.117 You can only apologize and hope he understands .118 I was extremely bad-natured and I apologize.119 Apologize for that creep! I'd rather die!120. He couldn't apologize, but he could still have feared more similar words: apology, biological, theology, ecological, ideological, psychologist, technological,
psychological, logical, biology, theology, geology, ideology, psychology, technology, pole, polling, poly, politics, police, log, prize, political, pollution, high size, politician, political, exploitation, citizen, realization. Page Number 5Sentence:183+17Posted:2016-07-20Updated:2016-12-13 Synonymous: apology, excuse,
justification, logical, logical. Similar words: apology, biological, verbal, ecological, ideological, psychologist, technological, psychological. Meaning: [ý'pɒlədʒaɪz] v. 1. Acknowledge faults or shortcomings or failures 2. Defend, explain, clear away, or excuse for reasoning. 121. He must swallow his pride and apologize.122
He felt urged to apologize, and then subdued it .123. I'm sorry, it's never gonna take that long. I apologize to every neighbor in his ear 125 he feels urged to apologize, but then subjugate it .126. Why are we being asked to apologize for the massacre?127. He asked me to apologize, I have to see you, because you didn't
answer your last letter.128 I immediately overcame with nod, brought him down to the ground and tried to apologize.129 The autocratics do not apologize firmly for the government's smack.130 I'm sorry I expressed my feelings so strongly, citizens demanded the mayor apologize for his toxic racist comments.131
Sentencedict.com try your own to collect and build good sentences.132. We apologise for any inconvenience the strike caused to our customers.133 We apologize to anyone else who has the slightest complaint or correction about the first annual Tucson Musicians Register.134 We apologize to anyone who has
forgotten his name in the rush of deadline times; all of you are good at company.135 Don't apologize as you throw .136 your weaknesses, failures and gaps in your c.v. Insisting that the volunteer formally apologize to his superiors created further pressure.137 I have to apologize for my son's behavior -- he's usually not
that moody.138. Neeld is still angry and tries to reach two black neighbors on his street by phone Seawright first stopped and was expelled from the party when he failed to rese bring back his remarks and apologize.140 But it's terribly unpleasant for you, and I apologize for it.141 After the incident, Goldman never denied
attempting to contact Lee but said he wanted to apologize.142 We should not apologize for the covenant of celibacy.143. Meanwhile, the Paris summit broke up at the opening session when Eisenhower refused to apologize for flying under-2s.144 never apologize for showing feelings when you do . Benjamin Disreli 145.
He apologized for his behavior the evening before, asking for his advice about what to do next.146 Later, when he discovered the identity of the child, then thirteen, he wrote to apologize.147 If there are very few, apologise profusely from the author, or to the person taking .148 minutes. Anyone but Tommy would notice
that I was trying to apologize.149 They offer homemade cookies or jams or apologize for not having some .150 ready. Beep, rotate, thank you, apologize, say hello, inform and give instructions. More similar words: apology, biological, theology, ecological, ideological, psychologist, technological, psychological, logical,
biology, theology, geology, ideology, psychology, technology, pole, poll, poll, poly, politics, police, log, prize, political, pollution, high size, politician, political, exploitation, citizen, realization. Page Number 6Sentence:183+17Posted:2016-07-20Updated:2016-12-13 Synonymous: apology, excuse, justification, logical, logical.
Similar words: apology, biological, verbal, ecological, ideological, psychologist, technological, psychological. Meaning: [ý'pɒlədʒaɪz] v. 1. Acknowledge faults or shortcomings or failures 2. Defend, explain, clear away, or excuse for reasoning. 151. So the dilemma for these members of Congress is: Which slavery wants to
apologize?152. I had to apologize in front of everyone - it was very humiliating.153. I understand how you feel, but I still think you should apologize to him.154 Jean-Paul's attempts to apologize only provoked me even more.155 We apologize for the delay -- the train will leave soon.156. All the students are standing,
bowing and apologizing to me, then start collecting their books in silence.157 She was never a woman to apologize but came too close for a moment with a pen in her hand.158 McNamara did not back down at the meeting nor apologized.159. One, added as a bonus, makes him apologize to his ex-wife for such a darn
cad?160 gosh. May I apologize for this unconventional oversight as well as for other serious ones and some not-so-serious?161. My hope is that Peter will realize his mistake and apologize.162 You even dream of beating me up and apologizing, Muhammad Ali 163. They seemed to apologize for their pathetic
weaknesses (convicted.com/apologise.html), rather than their formation to a .164 counter attack. The The way to find relief is to approach him and apologize .165. Khasblotov later appeared on television to apologize for causing the crime.166 He later appeared on television to apologize for causing offence.167 We
apologize for any offence that has caused.168. I want to apologize for my tardes. You can see the kind of refusal of Grimm to apologize for a purchased friendship, as a kind, well, as a kind of apology for his popular success.170 Energy is composed of energy by analogy with apologies from the apology.171. If someone
else has been, apologize and, if appropriate, make amends.172. Joe Solmons came as many of Reynolds' couples demanded that they withdraw and apologize for their deeply homophobic remarks, these were sports agents and players who took them to task.173. I apologize for the late delivery but I had a crash
carrier.174. We apologize for any inconvenience to our customers,' Microsoft spokeswoman Catherine Brooker said.175. He neither apologized nor resessed what he said.176 Risk communications consultant Dr Peter Sandman believes an apology can go a long way in healing wounds and reducing anger. For an
effective apology, he advises you to follow these steps.177 Energy is composed of energy in the same way that apologies are composed of apologies.178. We apologize for this service interruption and work hard to solve the problem.179 Well, it's never too late to make, why don't you call him and apologize?180 I
apologize in advance for this piece of self-imposed narcissism. More similar words: apology, biological, theology, ecological, ideological, psychologist, technological, psychological, logical, biology, theology, geology, ideology, psychology, technology, pole, poll, poll, poly, politics, police, log, prize, political, pollution, high
size, politician, political, exploitation, citizen, realization. Notice.
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